IN STOCK

CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA

OCEANSIDE GLASS & TILE IN STOCK PRODUCT OFFERING
Ready To Ship

More Patterns
More Colors

Devotion 2x6 offset
Gosh White & Blue Cloud

Tessera Fez
Veil Blend

Muse 1 5/8" Hexagon
Moroccan Desert

Muse 7/8x7/8
White Matte
Pewter Irid
Peacock Irid
Indigo Blend
Moroccan Desert
Casa California

Four pieces in three colors

Oxygen Irid
Platinum Irid
Satin Irid

2" x 8" Intro Field Tile
S120620  Oxygen Irid
S122417  Platinum Irid
S120621  Satin Irid

2" x 8" Outro Field Tile
S120612  Oxygen Irid
S122495  Platinum Irid
S120613  Satin Irid

2" x 8" Flat Field Tile
S121727  Oxygen Irid
S121735  Platinum Irid
S120629  Satin Irid

Traverse Liner
S12689   Oxygen Irid
S83092   Platinum Irid
S120530  Satin Irid
Dimensional Field Tile

Casa and Elevation Dimensional Field Tiles

Elevation Tango
Kai Non-Irid
S138848

Casa 4 Inch Trillion
Hexagon Satin Irid
S125968

Elevation Crescent
Tourmaline Irid
S111777
Get the Look

Casa California

2" X 8" OUTRO FIELD TILE
In Satin Irid.

Also stocked in:

Oxygen Irid

Platinum Irid
Muse + Tessera
Fourteen Mosaic patterns in stock

Muse 7/8" x 7/8" Veil
S76886

Tessera 1" x 1" Veil
S57478

Tessera 1 3/4" Hexagon Veil
S60635

Muse 7/8" x 7/8" White Matte
S73424

Tessera Fez Veil
S112867

Muse 1 5/8" Hexagon Atmosphere
S124541

Muse Vibrato Magnetic
S126406

Tessera Pave Mica
S128219
Muse + Tessera
Fourteen Mosaic Patterns in Stock

Muse 7/8" x 7/8"
Moroccan Desert
S76871

Tessera 1" x 1"
Moroccan Desert
S1996

Muse 1 5/8" Hexagon
Moroccan Desert
S127328

Muse 7/8" x 7/8"
Pewter Irid
S72760

Muse 7/8" x 7/8"
Peacock Irid
S119276

Muse 7/8" x 7/8"
Indigo
S109738
Get the Look
Muse + Tessera

Also stocked in:

Tessera 1 3/4” Hexagon Veil Blend
Muse 1 5/8” Hexagon Moroccan Desert
Get the Look
Muse + Tessera

1. Tessera 1" x 1"
   Moroccan Desert

2. Tessera 1" x 1"
   Veil Blend

3. Tessera Fez
   Veil

4. Muse 7/8" x 7/8"
   Veil
Devotion
Fourteen Mosaic Patterns in stock

Scallop
Mesmerize
STF-118551

Sirena
Serenity
STF-118010

Jali
The Million Dollar Blend
STF-118003

Lotus
Serenity
STF-117729

Echo
The Million Dollar Blend
STF-117717

Cathedral
Bewitching
STF-117714
Devotion
Fourteen Mosaic Patterns in stock

Zest
Sublime
STF-117723

Random Linear
Mistique
STF-118145

New Item
Coming Soon

1x6 Devotion Offset
Sugar Cane
STF-116542

1x6 Devotion Offset
Light Smoke
STF-114763
Devotion
Fourteen Mosaic Patterns in stock

2"x6" Offset

Rain Cloud
STF-116572

Gosh White
STF-114573

Blue Cloud
STF-116549

Grey Blue
STF-104864
Devotion

Antique Mirror 4" x 12" (3mm) in stock

Size: 4" x 12"
Thickness: 3mm

Colors:

- Heirloom: S156060
- Lustre: S156058
- Gilt: S156059
- Astral: S156062
- Nocturne: S156061
Get the Look
Devotion

1. Jali Pattern
The Million Dollar Blend

2. Sirena Pattern
Serenity Blend

3. Cathedral Pattern
Bewitching Blend

4. Echo Pattern
The Million Dollar Blend
Lotus Pattern, Serenity Blend

Coordinates well with Gosh White and Rain Cloud
2” x 6”
Random Linear Mistique Blend
Limited stock item

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE
Please check with your inside sales support for inventory prior to placing an order.

Devotion 1"x6" & 3"x6" offset

Rain Cloud

1x6 offset
STF-116536

3x6 offset
STF-116608

Grey Blue

3x6 offset
STF-114594
Limited stock item

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE
Please check with your inside sales support for inventory prior to placing an order

Devotion Antique Mirror
6"x12" Field Tile

COLORS

Gilt
S19023

Astral
S131722

Nocturne
S131721